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CONSTRUCTION

Whole- house thinking
What's the point of zero-carb,on homes that aren't fit for habitation? There is more to
~ sustainable building than meeting GovernmenttargetsJ argues Dr David Strong

The UK Government has 

declared a the highest ambitioLnd most worthy outcome 'urban heat island' and build ing energy loads,
laudable and ambitious plan to we should aim for. ItJs not. as well as offering visual and amenity valuc and

. ensu. re all our new homes are zero ifwe end up with 'z.lero-carbon' Level 6 homes support for ecological enhancement. Designing

carbon by 2016 and new non- that are uneconomib to maintain, are built on for localfood production and space for 'farmers'
domestic buildings zero carbon by flood plains, overhJat in summer, have poor markets' can reduce vehicle journeys nnel offer

2019. The impact of this plan has been felt acoustic perfòrmand'e, poor indoor air quality amenity and ecological benefìts. intcgmting

throughout the property and construction or other unintendeLi consequences, then we living and working environments
industry, and the drive towards zero-carbon have created a genJration of homes unfit for with local satelltes and homeworkiiig options
has already had a powerful effect in galvanising people. This cannot be called 'sustainability'. can have similar benefits. '

the house-building and property development For' example, sorre recent prototype 'zero- At Inbuilt, we have developed H live-step
community, and'in stimulating innovation. I carbon' h.ouses havelbeen widèly and £1rt 'whole-system' approach to delivering
am not sure that would have happened without misleadingly publicised as the sustainable built cl\viroiiiients,

such a strong legislative and policy initiative. answer to our zero-carbon.. . which involves a close and
OLcourse the huge surge in interest in aims. In fact, recent A hpm~~on Iy collaborativc partncrship

sustainable building is good news. After 35 research has revealed that 'ze ro-carbo n' in th e with our clients, and a

years working in the industry, it is highly some technologies (such, h. i- complete iiitegration of

gratifying to see sustainabilityfinally reaching as micro-wind systems) S ens eta tit com pie 5 the dcsign pl'ccss.
the top of the political, planning and fitted on buildings with a theoretical This approach involves

construction agenda. The_ emphasis being put contribute little to carbon b.. engagi ng wi i:h clients at .

by the Government on more energy-effcient reduction, particularly car 0 n req u i re men t. the earlicst stage,

buildings, and greener communitiés generally, when applied in the urban It's how we use it designing out technical

is a truly welcome and encouraging sign. environment - indeed, in h . complexity by fully cxploiting

However, those of us who are passionate s'ome locations they may even t at matte rs all passive design options, and
about delivering a genuinely sustainable built be net consumers of energy. ensuring that buildings. are as

environment currently face a re'al dilemma. I am not èonvinced that zero carbon is even a energy-effcient as possible.
Here's our problem: there is so much more to useful label for dwellings at alL. The actual It also means incorporating cost-effective

delivering exemplary built environments than definition of 'zero carbon"differs significantly renewable technologies, ensuring that buildings
zero carbon. Infact, there is even a danger that between various Government departments and can easily be mai n ta i ned and managed, and
a fixation on zero carbon may result in highly agencies, and some of the definitions are based finally undertaking post-occupancy evaluation
perverse outcomes and deliver seriously' on completely unscientific formulas. -not only to check that buildings are fit for
damaging and' unintended consequences in A home is only 'zero carbon' in the sense that people to live in, but also to feed the research
terms of sustainability - with the pursuit of it complies with a theoretical carbon findings into future pl'jects and continuously

the 'best' becoming the enemy of the good. requirement. It's how we use that home that improve current technologies.
The Government wants to see all new homes really matters. Callng a home 'zero carbon' The 'whole-system thinking' approach means

built to the highest level (Level 6) of the Code could offerconsumers a false promise. A home workingto find natural solutions to reduce our
for Sustainable Homes by 2016. Allowing for can only be genuinely zero carbon if. the dependence on energy-intensive systems.

the time required to desigl1, specify and fund a occupants' lifestyles are prescribed and energy Nature offers so many opportunities to heat:
development of Code Level 6 new homes by is rationed in order to balance on-site energy- cool and illuminate our buildings.
2016' means housebuilders and designers generation - which is both impractical and There is also a critical role for the ecologist
having all the answers to the zero-carbon entirely politically unacceptable: and landscape architect. Landscaping in urban

challenge by about 2012 - just four years from Addressing the challenge of climate change design plays an important part in microclimate
now. Housebuilders working in the social requires a more holistic approach - addressing control, maximising biodiversity and managing
housing sector are having to move even faster, and nurturing behavioural change in occupants carbon. We need to discuss issues such as the
producing Code Level 3 or 4 homes already. and users, which in turn supports a low-carbon appropriate density of development as well as

The risk that is now being recognised is that and sustainable lifestyle. urban and landscape design quality.

the single-minded scramble to design and build For instance, incorporating appropriate For new developments this might mean
Level 6 homes gives out the méssage that this is planting and landscape strategies can reduce working to a greater extent with the nátural
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landform and ecosystems rather than trying to
impose a false order and contrived design. In

existing urban environi;ents, it may mean a
return to the tree~lined streets of Georgian and
Victorian times, or higher-density

redevelopments. with fewer personal gardens

but more modern public parkland, in the style

of the best-designed parts of London or Bath.

The key to 'whole-system thinking' is a close
collaboration from dày one, working with the
client,the local community, the architects and
landscape architects, ecologists, planners,
building control authority, sub-contractors,

energy suppliers and the entire supply chain.

Together we find solutions that address ahd

resolve multiple problems and issues
simultaneously. We save money and time, and

deliver numerous synergistic benefits.

In the meantime, we also need to remind the
Government that the zero-carbon issue is not
just about newbuild. We've already built more

than 70 per cent of the 2050 sto,ck, so reducing

the carbon footprint of our existing built
environment should be our highest priority.

We( need to avoid being distracted by the
newbuild zero-carbon rhetoric from the vital
challenges of reducing the carbon emissions of

the existing building stock, and- of securing

investment and.planning permission for large-

scale renewable energy systems.
In terms of pounds sterling invèsted per

tonne of carbon saved, both of these objectives
will provide a much greater and faster rèturn
than making all néw buildings 'zero carbon'. CD
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Dr David Strong is the chief executive
of Inbuilt Consulting
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TECH RECKONING

The black hole of unknowing
ii II !liFli _ ",~'I

There's a slim chance -' technological risk is acceptable
about one in 50 million when total annihilation may be
- that nobody will ever the outcome? It's in the interests

read this article.. A physics of CERN physicists to downplay

experiment takingplace urikder -the risk; the rest of us have =rio say.
the French-Swiss border could In April, Walter W. Wagner, an ex-
theoreticallydestroytheworld nuclear safety offcer from
. first. In late May 2008,. the Hawaii, filed a private US lawsuit

Large Hadron CoIIder, th~ worlp's largest to resti:pjn th~Large)jadr9J_Colliderfrom
machine, is expected to begin accelerating coming online. His first hearing inmid-June

'single atoms along a 27km-Iong doughnut- might prove a bit late.
. shaped tunnel. Those atoms will then be Whatif we did have a say? ¡fthere were a

smashed together at almost the speed of referendum on whether CERN should smash

light. The aim is to recreate the conditions of~ atoms or noti? I suspect the public might at
the Big Bang - albeit under European least ask some questions the offcial report
co~ntryside rather than in the empty overlooked. For example, should the Large

nothingness of space. Hadron Collider be gobbling up 120MW of

CERN, The European Organization for power at a time when society needs to .cut
NuclearResearcli; which has bUilt thisgiant'E dbackglobaI1.êñergy-'lse? Thiš figure does not

doughnut, hopes its atom-smasher will take into account the energy required for
provide glimpses of the elusive particles the new global computing grid that will
that make up atoms - but that might not be process data from the collider. The pùblic
alL. In his gloomy book, Our Final Hour, Sir might question the wisdom pf spending 

110i1 :'.,,',',-"-,, ~æ 'C)..-,x '., .,;". '. ,', :
Martin'Rèes, president of the UK's Royal billion of public funds to glimpse esoteric
Society, offers three scenarios by which particles. That aniouiit might be enough to
atom-smashing experiments could go badly deliver universal primary education.
awry. They might form tiny black holes or As to global annihilation, I'm stumped.

. ""coulddestabilise empty space. They might. Most of us,~after*all, are..not high-energy
also create theoretical quantum objects physicistsandwouldn'trecogniseastrangelet

called 'strangelets' able to 'transform the if it casually devoured us in the street.
entire planet Earth into an inert, hyperdense That points to a bigger tragedy: that we
sphere about 100m across'. Yikes. no longer understand our têchnologies.

1Z'? Before~anyonepn~sses thepa,ni~"button, ,. soiie.how we have reach~d the point where

I. however, a CERN report that weighs the decisions that may weigh on. our future

. chances of planetary ~nnihilation has are only intel.ligible to a.tiny elite of
concluded they are too low to worry scientific experts. The black holes we

L about. Fifty million to ~ne, i~", J f1(? '" should worry about aren'!,tinyfact. Even Rees admits the holes in the fabric of space
black holes don't keep AS to'g 10 tlal and time, but tlie
him awake at night. _ yawning vacuums in
He'sabitlesssanguine an n i h nation) I'm our democracies over

about strange lets. S t u m p e d. M 0 s t 0 f us how to govern
Nonetheless, the complex technology. .

Large Hadron wouldn't recognise
experiment raises i . f .
stark questions about àstrange et i . it

our relationship to casually devou red
technology in general. . h
who decides what level of US in t e street

Jim Thomas is a
research programme

manager and writer
with ETC group. (www.

etcgroup.org)
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